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Abstract: - This paper proposes a new design methodology for Intelligent Transportation Systems, which
uses existing smart techniques in transportation systems and human behavior detections to counter lone wolf
threats and driver violations. The design can be attached to vehicles as an intelligent embedded system. In
this design, the electroencephalogram analysis techniques are used to detect the irregularity in driver
behavior which can be categorized into threatened or violated behavior. In threaten behavior like deliberate
run-over accidents, the system will stop the vehicle as soon as possible and inform the security agency to
ensure a speed response. In violated behavior like driver drowsiness, the system will alert the driver or
inform the responding authorities and stop the vehicle, depending on the level of danger. To minimize the
consequences of the vehicle fast stopping, it proposed to green the next traffic light signs. By applying this
system in vehicles a lot of accidents can be avoided, in particular those caused by lonely wolves like
deliberate run-over accidents or stolen of vehicles.
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psychological meaningful based features that can
classified when comparing “regular” texts and texts
written by LW.
Therefore, to counter the Vehicle ramming
terrorism effectively, it should be countered in the
act of ramming, where it appears that programs such
as PRISM have failed in stopping terrorist attacks
more than 80% of the time [3]. Depending in this
idea, the study in [4] was proposed a novel design
approach to prevent the LW’s attacks like 2016 Nice
attack, where the offender is the truck legal driver.
Now, this paper propose a new design approach
(called PS_2) that using the existing techniques in
Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) based
Internet of Things (IoT) to prevent the other LW’s
attacks like 2016 Berlin attack, where the attacker is
the truck illegal driver.
The PS_2 design methodology, requirements and
the vulnerabilities of the existing ITS in LW
countering will be shown in the following Sections.
Section 2 states the motivations for PS_2 design.
Section 3 states a survey of the existing techniques
which can be used in the PS_2 design. The PS_2
design methodology is presented in Section 4.

1 Introduction
Nowadays the world is suffering from the lonely
Wolves (LW) threats. LW uses a new tactics called
low-cost attacks. These tactics are including the
vehicle ramming, which was represented in the 2016
Nice and Berlin attacks. The simpler the attack, the
harder to detect, where the vehicle ramming offers
terrorists with limited access to explosives or
weapons which are detectable by policing systems.
Vehicle ramming terrorism is a hardly noticeable
way for law enforcement agencies, since trucks and
vehicles are in daily use, hijacking them or renting a
new one is not cost more. Also, it can conduct an
attack with minimal prior training or experiences of
the attacker, which are the features of the LW [1].
Since LWs are individuals that act independently,
their identification and detection at any given stage
of the attack is extremely difficult. Kaati et al. [2]
used a machine learning approach to identify
potential LW based on their written communication.
This work aims to capture the psychological
warning behaviors in written text and identify texts
written by LW. They used Linguistic Inquiry and
Word Count text analysis tool to extract the
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Section 5 presents and discusses the expected
behavior of the PS_2 in LW attacks and in the
hazardous materials transportations. Finally, the
conclusion is stated in Section 6.

In responding to Berlin attack, a remote ‘kill switch’
to immobilize Heavy Goods Vehicle (HGV) is being
secretly developed by UK government scientists
who fear a Nice style attack. They are investigating
methods of interfering with the electronics of
Lorries to stop them in their tracks if hijacked or
used in an attack. Experts in the UK home Office’s
scientific wing want to develop and install a
technology which would enable them to stop high
risk vehicles remotely. These include HGVs and
other large vehicles, particularly those carrying
hazardous loads such as chemicals and nuclear
materials. Earlier this year, Scotland Yard boss said
he would like to be able to switch off all vehicles,
including mopeds, remotely. It could be activated
from a police worker monitoring the movement of
the vehicle via GPS from a control centre [7].
The aforementioned paragraph clarified the
suggested solutions to prevent accidents styles like
Nice and Berlin. But the main drawback is in word
“remote/ remotely”, which means the police worker
could
stop
the
vehicle
using
wireless
communication techniques. As it is known the
wireless suffers from problems like hacking and
failing of the communication link. Therefore, in
addition to the remotely initiation of the innovative
system, it shall switch off and stop the vehicles by
itself without waiting to external initiation (i.e. self
defense).

2 Motivations For Proposed System
Design
To show the importance and the motivations for the
PS_2 design, Berlin attack scenario will be
analyzed. Also, the corrective actions of Berlin
attack will be investigated. These Investigations will
present the required design criteria of the PS_2.

2.1 Investigation in Berlin attack
On December 19, 2016, the offender intentionally
drove the stolen truck through a Christmas
market at Breitscheidplatz in Berlin city, killing 12
people and injuring 56. The truck had been hijacked
based on its GPS coordinates. The original driver of
the truck had been killed by the perpetrator of the
attack. However, police investigation reports have
indicated that the truck was brought to a stop by its
Advanced Emergency Braking System (AEBS) [5].
The death toll in the Christmas market attack in
Berlin could have been much higher. But the truck's
AEBS, adopted by the EU in 2012, stopped the
vehicle after just 70 meters, according to reports.
AEBS specifies the dangerous situations ahead in
a timely manner, alarm the driver in case of
probable collision risk and independently brake the
vehicle in case of emergency if the driver doesn’t
respond appropriately. Its goal is to prevent a
collision with a vehicle travelling ahead or to reduce
the collision impact speed.
The attack scenario shows that the truck was
brought to a stop by its AEBS. But what would have
happened if the offender had experience in dealing
with this system, of course he would have been
deactivated that system. This is because the traffic
regulation in EU countries like Vienna Convention
on Road Traffic says that “the driver has to be in
control of the vehicle at all times” “Every driver
shall at all times be able to control his vehicle” [6].
So, to let the AEBS to counter the Vehicle ramming
terrorism, it shall be designed with anti-driver
deactivation and it should be called remotely by the
police workers.

3 Existing Techniques
Following subsections states the existing techniques
which can be used in the PS_2 design.

3.1 Intelligent transportation systems based
internet of things
IoT allows the people and things to be connected
anytime, anywhere with anything/anyone. The IoT
used in smart cities implementation to monitor the
traffic congestion. However camera-based traffic
monitoring systems are already available in many
cities, they require more powerful communication
infrastructure to provide more information. Traffic
monitoring is conducted by sensing capabilities,
GPS installed on modern vehicles and a mixture of
air quality sensor and acoustic sensors along the
given road. This information is essential for
authorities and citizens to discipline traffic and to
send officers, as well as to plan the best way to
reach the office or a shopping center. In the security
of the smart cities, IoT with smart surveillance can
monitor people’s actions to find any violent act,

2.2 Investigation in corrective action of
Berlin attack
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where smart surveillance systems can alarm in case
of any event of interest occurs. also, camera
surveillance systems can detect abnormal situations
like vehicles going in a wrong direction and truck
driving in abnormal style (as in Berlin attack) by
running motion detection algorithms to extract video
information, aggregating several frames for
performing route detection. Finally, a module
classifies reasonable data and translates it to find
any abnormalities [8].
There are many ways that IoT can help
governments in optimizing services related to
transportation, such as traffic management, parking,
and transit systems. For example, Gill et al. [9]
proposed an intelligent transportation architecture
and algorithm for enhancing the security and
integrity in the vehicles integrated IoT. In this
architecture the real time tracking, collision
detection and avoidance protocol is proposed and
executed so that the entire IoT based ecosystem can
be secured.
Popescu et al. [10] discus probabilistic collection
of traffic data through vehicle to infrastructure (V2I)
communications and present two novel techniques
for automatic detection of traffic incidents in a
highway scenario that are based on the use of
distance and time for changing lanes, respectively
vehicle speed changes over time.
In the advanced ITS [11] the traffic system
managers can take action such as traffic light
synchronization and emergency vehicles priority
based on Integrated Corridor Management (ICM)
strategies. The ICM is a decision support system
used strategies such as network traffic prediction
and real-time response strategy assessments to
inform system managers about the current and
predicted corridor performance. Connected vehicles
system (CV) used to connecting vehicle information
and location to other vehicles (V2V); to V2I; or to
other modes, such as, pedestrians, and bicyclists
(V2X) for functioning many safety features (e.g.
avoiding collisions) without driver input or
interference. CV applications can significantly
reduce most of deadly type’s crashes such as
vehicles suddenly stopped ahead. ITS technologies
(e.g. GPS) and operational advancements (e.g.
coordinated traffic management centers) allow quick
and efficient mobilization of responders (e.g. fire
fighter or police) to an incident by providing realtime traffic, hazardous material information across
agencies.
The US-ITS 2015-2019 strategic plan includes
research, development, and adoption of ITS
technologies in the fields of:
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V2V
safety
messaging
and
V2V
communications based on wireless technology.
 Automated road vehicle systems and
technologies that transfer some tasks of vehicle
control from the driver to the vehicle.
Till now there is no ITS nor IoT systems to
counter the LW’s attacks by vehicles although the
integration between them would be sufficient to
counter the LW (as a driver), e.g. by prevent the
driver from the vehicle's control. So the ITS
vulnerability was how to detect that the driver is a
LW? The PS_2 proposes to use the human
psychological warning techniques to overcome that
vulnerability as shown next.

3.2 Electroencephalogram techniques
The PS_2 aims to capture the psychological warning
in driver behaviors which can be detected by
Electroencephalogram (EEG) brain waves. So the
existing EEG techniques for drowsiness and fatigue,
person identification, epileptic seizure detection
system and drunken driving detection are
mentioned. For real time monitoring and driver
comfort, the EEG techniques with minimum
numbers of electrodes was selected.
 Driver Drowsiness Detection (DDD): Damousis
et al. [12] proposed a technique for sleeping
onset prediction to avoid the driving accidents.
In this technique the EEG’s alpha and theta
band power are extracted online every 15
seconds and a fuzzy logic application decides
the level of drowsiness of the driver and triggers
an alarm if the subject is too sleepy. The
technique is base on ENOBIO [13] set which is
wearable and comfortable. The driver fatigue
can be detected using single channel as Ridwan
et al. [14] work.
 Person Identification Detection (PID): EEG
signals were used for biometric verification
because it unique and possess attributes of
liveliness detection due to the presence of a
legitimate individual for signals acquisition and
thus it is non-vulnerable to spoof attacks. Also,
ENOBIO used to build an unobtrusive
authentication method that only uses two EEG
electrodes [15]. Zhendong et al. [16]
experimental results show the ability of two
frontal electrodes in EEG-Based Person
Authentication technique. Also, Mishra [17]
developed a Biometric Verification Algorithm
using a three-channel EEG data acquisition
system. He was combined the EEG data with
the Fingerprint using the Fuzzy logic technique.
The fusion of the two biometric makes the
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data and reduce the transmission delay for
emergency messages.
 Preventing the driver to control the vehicle
based on:
1) The EEG’s PID signal.
2) Changing of previously approved routes
depending on GPS data.
3) The distances between the vehicle and objects
depending on AEBS sensors.
 Message broadcasting to other vehicles and the
traffic or security authorities.
 In the case of none communication links or if
the driver doesn’t respond appropriately to the
PS_2 orders, the PS_2 shall control the vehicle.

system more robust, flexible, secure and
accurate.
Driver Health Detection (DHD): There are
more techniques for epileptic detection but for
single EEG electrode, Gopika et al. [18]
proposed a technique that can be used in
classification between epileptic and control
persons.
Driver Alcoholism Detection (DAD): Single
EEG electrode used by Lin et al. [19] to predict
whether a person is alcoholic or not. Wang et al.
[20] had reasonable results in the classification
of alcoholic and normal persons by only two
EEG electrodes.

4 Proposed System

4.2 System architecture

Now cause of LW threats, the transportations
systems should be modified to counter the LW
terrorist. The following design is a trial that can be
used to enhance the LW countering.

The PS_2 is an embedded system as shown in Fig.1.
The signals are divided to:
 Incoming signals which are the GPS Road
location and EEG driver monitoring unit that
detect DDD, DHD, DAD and the PID.
 Dual communications signals like surround
traffic signals (V2V, V2I and V2X); security
and
traffic
authorities;
AEBS’
initiation/deactivation;
and
driver’s
alarm/deactivation.
 Output signals which are the next traffic sign
greening (NTSG); Holding the driver (HD);
Interlock the ignition (II); and the ambulance
informing signal.
The PS_2 central processing unit (CPU)
program’s performs the desired function according
to the flowchart that shown in Fig.2. In Fig.2 (a) the
driver is alarmed depending on DDD or DHD
modules signal. If the driver deactivated the alarm
that means the driver is in good state but if the alarm
doesn’t deactivated the CPU will process the
functions in I branch. Also, the processes in I will
perform if the driver is alcoholism, Fig.2 (b).
If the driver is changed, the EEG PID will detect
that so the CPU will perform the II branch
processes, Fig.2 (c). Also, Fig.2 (c) used to enforces
the driver to attach the EEG sensors (e.g. EEG cap
or hat) where if the driver take off the EEG sensors
cap then the EEG PID signal will be equal to zero
and the PS_2 will be processed the functions in II.
Depending on the GPS signal if the approved road is
changed, the CPU will ask the security authority for
permission, if there is no permission the II functions
will be processed, Fig.2 (d).
The objective of the PS_2 is to prevent the driver
from attacking the lives and property by using the
vehicle. Modern systems to detect and prevent

4.1 Design criteria
The PS_2 should be designed to perform the
following function to effectively counter the LW.
The functions are: Remotely response, i.e. the PS_2 should be
called to do its functions remotely by using the
wireless technique.
 Changing the Traffic light states (greening and
holding of the next forwards signs and
reddening the others in intersections) when the
vehicle is in an emergency state and will stop
suddenly. The system takes that decision
depending on:
1) The surrounded traffic density which can be
evaluated like Ghazal et al. [21] by using a
microcontroller and IR sensors.
2) The existing state of the next Traffic light which
can be known by the V2I message.
The effective management of emergency vehicles
is satisfied by greening the next forwards traffic
signs. This function can performed using a system
like the Nellore et al. [22] system. That contains the
measurement of the distance between the emergency
vehicle and an intersection using visual sensing,
vehicle counting and time sensitive alert
transmission within the sensor network. The
emergency vehicle information is delivering to the
traffic authority with less delay so the emergency
vehicle is quickly served. The system uses the best
wireless protocol to select the emergency vehicle
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Fig.1. Proposed system architecture

Fig.2. Proposed system flowchart
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accidents (like ABES) can perform this objective,
provided that the driver doesn’t deactivate these
systems. Therefore, the PS_2 prevents the driver to
deactivate those systems and if the driver tried to
deactivate its, PS_2 performs the functions in II,
Fig.2 (e)
Finally, Fig.2 (f) states the processes which
performed by the branches I and II. The most
important processes are holding the driver,
interlocking the ignition and Stopping the vehicle.
These processes don’t need any activation from the
out world or the existing of communication links.
The “IF None” statements used in the flowchart
to deal with the states when the driver doesn’t input
the required action or there is no communication
links between the PS_2 and the other input systems,
so the PS_2 will depend on itself. The 2’nd DAD
and 2’nd EEG PID are other techniques to detect
DAD and EEG PID respectively, used to increase
the PS_2 reliability.

PS_2 detection: in this LW attack, the driver is
the legal driver of the truck. So the flowchart
Fig.2 (a, b, c and d) branches can’t detect the
attack. Because the LW drives deliberately into
crowded street with a high speed, the AEBS
system will sense that and it will decelerate and
brake the truck, hence the driver will try to
deactivate that system, then the PS_2 will
prevent the driver to control the truck and it will
stop the truck, Fig.2 (e).

5.1.2 Truck illegal driver
 The scenario: The offender has a truck either
by stolen, armed robbery or by Peaceful ways as
driver numbing. He deliberately drives the
stolen truck into crowded street to run-over the
pedestrians.
 PS_2 detection: in this LW attack, the
perpetrator is illegal driver of the truck. So the
PS_2 can detect the LW attack by Fig.2 (c and
e) branches.

5 Case Study For Lone Wolf Attacks
This section will show the response of the PS_2 if it
is applied in two LW attacks scenarios and nuclear
materials transportations. Also, the discussion will
briefly give the recommendations for the
regulations adaptation to facilitate the LW
countering.

5.2 Hazardous materials transportations
The most LW harmful attacks were by trucks,
admittedly the destruction will be severely increased
if the truck was loaded with nuclear or hazardous
materials where one of the terrorism aims is to
spread the hazardous materials and create panic and
disruption. The following lines will show the
response of the PS_2 if it is applied to the
transportation of the hazardous materials. The
nuclear materials are selected as a case study, where
the nuclear materials transportation may be suffer
from LW threats.
The existing smart transportation cask systems
are stated to find the vulnerabilities of the nuclear
materials transportations in LW countering. The
existing smart cask systems using the advanced
surveillance technologies like Argonne’s ARGUS[23] for continuous remote tracking and
monitoring to enhance the safety, security, and
safeguards of nuclear and other radioactive
materials during storage, in-transit stoppage and
transportation. Also, it applied for critical nuclear
fuel cycle facilities and radiological facilities
including hot cells and geological repositories. The
ARG-US Remote Area Modular Monitoring
(RAMM) units can be mounted in a freight truck
carrying hazardous/sensitive material. In the case of
a spill or transit incident, RAMM would allow first
responders to not only know the position of the
incident but also the nature and severity of the spill
or accident before approaching the scene of the

5.1 Results of PS_2 response in LW attacks
The two most LW’s attacks scenarios that are truck
legal driver and truck illegal driver. In The first
scenario, the driver is an operator or an employee.
While the second scenario, the offender is illegal
have a truck. The PS_2 will have a good response
in the two scenarios.

5.1.1 Truck legal driver
 The scenario: In this scenario, the driver under
study is the legal driver of the truck and has a
good reputation throughout his career history
and also has no criminal history or violation of
the law. Without previous criminal indications
and because of his accessing to terrorist
websites, this driver becomes a terrorist (i.e.
lone wolf terrorist). Due to his past good
reputation and because he acts alone, it is very
difficult to detect his terrorist behavior in a short
period, so he roams by the truck freely. To kill a
lot of public, he deliberately drives into
crowded street to run-over the pedestrians.
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proposed system will alert the driver but in a LW
threats it (by itself) will prevent the driver to control
the vehicle, stop the vehicle and inform the security
authority. For collision mitigations the proposed
system wills greening the next traffic signs and
alerts the surrounds by V2V; V2I; V2X via wireless
communications. The proposed system should be
attached to hazard materials transportation casks or
trucks. The case study results show that the
proposed system can effectively counter the LW
attacks by vehicles. The proposed system acts as the
last level of LW defense in depth.

event [24]. It is clear that RAMM accident
responding is happened after the accident and this is
the LW’s aim, i.e. the recently transportation cask
systems can’t deal with that kind of terrorists. This
vulnerability can be avoided if the RAMM updated
to include the PS_2 functions. So, if a scenario like
previous ones happens the PS_2 in the RAMM will
prevent the accidents. Another scenario can be
prevented by the PS_2, where the legal driver wants
to stole the nuclear materials (e.g. to make dirty
bombs). That is mean he will drive in a good
behaviors until reaching to his region. In this case
no one of the branches in Fig.2 can detect this
problem except the branch d in Fig.2, where the
driver will change the previously approved roads
(without any causes like construction in the road or
traffic jam). Then the PS_2 stop the truck and the
processes in Fig.2 f will be achieved.
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5.3 Discussion
Although LW identification and detection at early
stages before attack is extremely difficult, the PS_2
benefit is it can prevent the LW attack at the acting
of attack. Therefore the PS_2 is the last level of the
LW defense in depth.
This study points some recommendations and
requires a changing of some traffic regulations to let
the PS_2 do best.
 Changing of some regulation like the Vienna
convention on road traffic which stated that “the
driver has to be in control of the vehicle at all
times” because this regulation allowing the
driver to deactivate the AEBS.
 The
nuclear
materials
transportations
regulations should be adapted to effectively
counter the LW threats during the
transportations. For example, the PS_2
functions should be mandatory in the trucks.
 Attaching of PS_2 to the vehicles/trucks shall be
mandatory. PS_2 connection in the vehicles
system shall be insured that the vehicles can’t
start without it, i.e. the driver can’t deactivate it.
 Permission from traffic authority for the vehicle
in an emergency to change the traffic signs
light.
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